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We perform a systematic theoretical analysis of the nature and importance of alloy disorder effects
on the electronic and optical properties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys and quantum wells (QWs),
using large-scale atomistic tight-binding electronic structure calculations. Based on ordered alloy
supercell calculations we also derive and parametrise an extended basis 14-band k·p Hamiltonian for
GaNyAs1−x−yBix. Comparison of the results of these models highlights the key role played by short-
range alloy disorder – associated with substitutional nitrogen (N) and bismuth (Bi) incorporation
– in determining the details of the electronic and optical properties. Systematic analysis of large
alloy supercells reveals that the respective impact of N and Bi on the band structure remain largely
independent, a robust conclusion we find to be valid even in the presence of significant alloy disorder
where N and Bi atoms share common Ga nearest neighbours. Our calculations reveal that N- (Bi-
) related alloy disorder strongly influences the conduction (valence) band edge states, leading in
QWs to strong carrier localisation, as well as inhomogeneous broadening and modification of the
conventional selection rules for optical transitions. Our analysis provides detailed insight into key
properties and trends in this unusual material system, and enables quantitative evaluation of the
potential of GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys for applications in photonic and photovoltaic devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades significant research ef-
fort has been dedicated to the development of III-V semi-
conductor alloys and quantum-confined heterostructures
such as quantum wells1–6 and quantum dots,7–10 as plat-
forms for the development of a range of photonic, photo-
voltaic, and spintronic devices. Despite the widespread of
InP-based quantum wells (QWs) use in optical communi-
cations, an important factor limiting device performance
is the prevalence of temperature-dependent loss mecha-
nisms, including carrier leakage, as well as non-radiative
Auger recombination and inter-valence band absorption
(IVBA) processes involving transitions between the high-
est energy valence bands (VBs) and the spin-split-off (SO)
band.11–13 As these loss mechanisms are governed by the
fundamental parameters of material band structure, in
particular the band gap (Eg) and VB spin-orbit splitting
energy (∆SO), any attempt to mitigate them must focus
on developing materials and heterostructures whose elec-
tronic properties can be flexibly engineered.14–16

Recently, dilute bismide alloys have emerged as a
promising new material system whose band structure
can be engineered in order to suppress IVBA and Auger
recombination.15,17 Dilute bismides are formed when a
dilute fraction of Bi atoms replace As in (In)GaAs, form-
ing the (In)GaAs1−xBix alloy. The incorporation of Bi
leads to an extremely strong reduction and composition-
dependent bowing of Eg, of ≈ 90 meV between x = 0 and
1%. Contrary to N incorporation in GaAs, which strongly
perturbs the conduction band (CB) structure, Bi – being
significantly larger and more electropositive than As or N
– primarily impacts the VB. As a result, the strong re-
duction of Eg in GaAs1−xBix is accompanied by a simi-
larly large bowing and increase of ∆SO. This brings about
the potential to engineer the band structure to achieve
∆SO > Eg, and to hence facilitate suppression of the domi-

nant Auger recombination and IVBA mechanisms.15,18,19

Given the strong and complementary nature of the im-
pact of N and Bi incorporation on the GaAs band struc-
ture, co-alloying to form the quaternary dilute nitride-
bismide alloy GaNyAs1−x−yBix provides significant op-
portunities for band structure engineering.15,18 N (Bi)
incorporation primarily impacts the CB (VB) structure
and introduces tensile (compressive) strain with respect
to a GaAs substrate, suggesting that the band gap, VB
structure, band offsets, and strain can all be readily en-
gineered. Initial experimental studies20–23 have revealed
the expected giant reduction and bowing of Eg, confirm-
ing that GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys offer an interesting plat-
form from the perspective of photonic and photovoltaic
device development.

To fully exploit the novel characteristics of
GaNyAs1−x−yBix material, a comprehensive theo-
retical understanding of the properties of this emerging
semiconductor alloy must be developed. In particular,
based on previous investigations24,25 of GaNyAs1−y and
GaAs1−xBix alloys, it is expected that alloy disorder –
associated with the formation of pairs and larger clusters
of N and/or Bi atoms sharing Ga nearest neighbours
– will have a pronounced effect on GaNyAs1−x−yBix
alloy properties. Previous studies have been primarily
based on continuum approaches, which typically ignore
disorder effects and therefore offer limited scope to
understand the full details of the complicated alloy
electronic structure or compare to the results of ex-
perimental measurements18,26,27. Here, we present a
multi-scale framework based on atomistic tight-binding
(TB) and continuum k·p models to describe the elec-
tronic and optical properties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys
and heterostructures. Through systematic large-scale
atomistic TB calculations, we provide a comprehensive
understanding of GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys and QW
structures, in particular highlighting the crucial signifi-
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cance of alloy disorder effects which will have significant
implications for the interpretation of future experimental
measurements and development of heterostructures for
device applications.

We begin our analysis by undertaking large-scale elec-
tronic structure calculations on ordered alloy supercells,
and quantify the impact of co-alloying N and Bi on the
GaAs electronic structure. Our results show that N and
Bi perturb the electronic properties effectively indepen-
dently of one another. For large, disordered alloy super-
cells we compute the evolution of the electronic struc-
ture with alloy composition, revealing general trends and
demonstrating – somewhat surprisingly – that the re-
spective impact of N and Bi incorporation on the elec-
tronic properties remains independent, even in the pres-
ence of significant short-range alloy disorder. Our anal-
ysis demonstrates that an extended basis set 14-band
k·p Hamiltonian – which explicitly treats the localised
impurity states associated with substitutional N and Bi
atoms, and is parametrised directly via atomistic su-
percell calculations – describes the main features of the
band structure evolution with reasonable accuracy com-
pared both to full atomistic calculations and experimen-
tal measurements. We perform atomistic and contin-
uum calculations of the electronic and optical proper-
ties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs, the results of which
highlight the role played by alloy disorder in determin-
ing the properties of technologically relevant heterostruc-
tures. On the basis of our analysis we then evaluate
the potential to develop devices for practical applica-
tions, and (i) suggest, contrary to recent studies, that
GaNyAs1−x−yBix heterostructures are not suitable for
applications at 1.55 µm, and (ii) confirm that the most
promising potential application of GaNyAs1−x−yBix al-
loys is as an ≈ 1 eV band gap material, grown lattice-
matched to GaAs (or Ge) for applications in multi-
junction solar cells. Overall, our results elucidate the
unusual properties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix, highlight the im-
portance of short-range alloy disorder in determining the
details of the material properties, and provide guidelines
for the development of optimised photonic and photo-
voltaic devices based on this emerging semiconductor al-
loy.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
In Sec. II we describe our atomistic TB and continuum
k·p models of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix electronic structure.
Next, in Sec. III we present our results, beginning in
Sec. III.A with an analysis of the impact of co-alloying N
and Bi on the electronic properties in the dilute doping
limit, before turning in Sec. III.B to analyse the evolu-
tion of the electronic structure in disordered alloys, and
then the respective electronic and optical properties of
GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs in Secs. III.C and III.D.
In Sec. IV we describe the implications of the calculated
trends in the electronic and optical properties for practi-
cal applications. Finally, we summarise and conclude in
Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL MODELS

The unusual electronic properties of dilute nitride and
bismide alloys derive from the fact that, when incorpo-
rated in dilute concentrations, N and Bi act as isovalent
impurities which strongly perturb the band structure of
the host matrix semiconductor. Due to the prominence
of N- and Bi-related impurity effects, conventional ap-
proaches to analyse alloy band structures – e.g. the vir-
tual crystal (VC) approximation – break down, meaning
that direct atomistic calculations are generally required
to provide quantitative insight. Furthermore, since the
effects of Bi and N incorporation are prominent at dilute
compositions, quantitative understanding of the proper-
ties of real materials must be built on analysis of systems
containing upwards of thousands of atoms, in order to
mitigate finite size effects and so that there is sufficient
scope to analyse important alloy disorder effects.28,29

Here, we provide an overview of the atomistic TB and
continuum k·p models we have developed to study the
GaNyAs1−x−yBix electronic structure. Full details of
these models, including the parameters used in our cal-
culations, can be found in Sec. S1 of the Supplementary
Material.

A. Atomistic: sp3s∗ tight-binding model

Since the TB method employs a basis of localised
atomic orbitals, it is ideally suited to probe the elec-
tronic structure of localised impurities.30 This, combined
with its low computational cost compared to first princi-
ples approaches, means that appropriately parametrised
TB models provide a physically transparent and highly
effective means by which to systematically analyse the
properties of large, disordered systems and realistically
sized heterostructures. We have previously demonstrated
that the TB method provides a detailed understanding of
the electronic and optical properties of GaNyAs1−y and
GaAs1−xBix alloys, and that the results of calculations
based on this approach are in quantitative agreement with
a wide range of experimental data.28,29,31–33 Here, we ex-
tend this approach to GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys.

Our nearest-neighbour sp3s∗ TB model for
GaNyAs1−x−yBix is closely based upon that devel-
oped in Ref. 28 for dilute bismide alloys, which we have
previously employed to provide quantitative understand-
ing of the electronic,28 optical29 and spin33 properties
of GaAs1−xBix. In this model, which explicitly includes
the effects of spin-orbit coupling, the orbital energies at
a given atomic site are computed depending explicitly
on the local neighbour environment, and the inter-
atomic interactions are taken to vary with the relaxed
nearest-neighbour (i) bond lengths via a generalisation
of Harrison’s scaling rule, and (ii) bond angles via
the two-centre expressions of Slater and Koster.34 To
treat GaNyAs1−x−yBix we have made one significant
modification to this model, by including an on-site renor-
malisation that corrects the orbital energies at a given
atomic site depending on the local displacement of the
atomic positions due to lattice relaxation. This simple
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modification – which depends only on the differences
in atomic orbital energies and bond lengths between
the constituent GaN, GaAs and GaBi compounds – is
motivated by our previous analysis of GaNyAs1−y alloys,
where we found that it suitably describes the charge
transfer associated with the non-local character of the
change in the supercell Hamiltonian due to substitutional
N incorporation.35 As in Ref. 28, the relaxed atomic posi-
tions in the alloy supercells are computed using a valence
force field model based on the Keating potential.36,37

To study the properties of bulk GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys
we employ simple cubic supercells containing 4096 atoms.
We have previously demonstrated that this supercell size
is sufficiently large to (i) mitigate finite size effects on
the calculated electronic properties, by providing a suf-
ficient basis of folded bulk states with which to describe
N- and Bi-related localised states, and (ii) provide suffi-
cient scope for the formation of a large variety of distinct
local atomic environments to accurately reflect the short-
range alloy disorder inherent in real materials. Our het-
erostructure calculations are performed for realistically
sized, [001]-oriented GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs. The
24576-atom supercells used to study these structures have
a total length of 24 nm along the [001] direction, and 4 nm
along each of the [100] and [010] in-plane directions. The
thickness of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix QW layer is taken to be
8 nm in each case, with surrounding 8 nm thick GaAs bar-
rier layers. The lateral extent and thickness of these QWs
were chosen based on our analysis of GaAs1−xBix/GaAs
QWs,38 where we noted that (i) the lateral dimensions
were sufficient to mitigate in-plane finite size effects, and
(ii) the calculated properties were robust to QW thickness
fluctuations ∼ ±1 nm. All bulk and QW supercell cal-
culations employ conventional Born-von Karman bound-
ary conditions. In order to analyse the optical properties
we compute the transverse electric (TE-) and transverse
magnetic (TM-) polarised – i.e. polarised perpendicular
or parallel to [001] – optical transition strengths in the
usual way, by using Fermi’s golden rule in conjunction
with the full supercell eigenstates.

B. Continuum: 14-band k·p Hamiltonian

Previous analysis has demonstrated it is useful to derive
continuum models that describe perturbed band structure
of GaNyAs1−y and GaAs1−xBix alloys. Phenomenologi-
cal approaches, principally the band-anticrossing (BAC)
model, have originated from interpretation of spectro-
scopic data and atomistic electronic structure calcula-
tions, and are widely employed as a straightforward
means by which to describe the evolution with alloy com-
position of the main features of the band structure of
bulk materials and heterostructures. For GaNyAs1−y it
is well established that the the CB structure can be de-
scribed by a simple 2-band BAC model, in which the ex-
tended states of the GaAs host matrix CB edge interact
with a set of higher energy N-related localised states. In
Ga(In)NyAs1−y the composition dependence of the BAC
interaction between these two sets of states results in a
strong reduction of the alloy CB edge energy with increas-

ing y.32 Similiar behaviour is present in GaAs1−xBix: the
strong reduction (increase) and composition-dependent
bowing of Eg (∆SO) can be described in terms of a va-
lence band-anticrossing (VBAC) interaction, between the
extended states of the GaAs VB edge and localised im-
purity states associated with substitutional Bi impurities,
which pushes the alloy VB edge upwards in energy with
increasing x. While (V)BAC models generally omit ef-
fects associated with alloy disorder, they nonetheless pro-
vide reliable descriptions of the main features of the alloy
band structure27,39,40 and have been used as a basis to
provide quantitative prediction of the properties of real
dilute nitride and bismide photonic and photovoltaic de-
vices.

We have previously demonstrated that an appropriate
set of k·p basis states for GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys must
represent a minimum of 14 bands: the spin-degenerate
CB, light-hole (LH), heavy-hole (HH) and SO bands of
the GaAs host matrix (8 bands), the A1-symmetric N
localised states (of which there is one spin-degenerate
set; 2 bands), and the T2-symmetric Bi localised states
(of which there are two spin-degenerate sets; 4 bands).
Atomistic supercell calculations confirm that the respec-
tive impact of N and Bi on the band structure are de-
coupled in ordered GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys, confirming
that an appropriate k·p Hamiltonian can be constructed
by directly superposing the separate VC, (V)BAC and
strain-dependent contributions associated with N and
Bi incorporation.27 As such, the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band
structure then admits a simple interpretation in terms of
the respective perturbation of the CB and VB separately
by N- and Bi-related localised states. We parametrise
the 14-band k·p Hamiltonian directly from TB supercell
calculations, obtaining the N- and Bi-related band pa-
rameters without the usual requirement to perform post
hoc fitting to the results of alloy experimental data.

III. RESULTS

A. Co-alloying N and Bi: dilute doping limit

Analysis of large, ordered 2M -atom GaMN1AsM−1 and
GaMAsM−1Bi1 supercells – undertaken using the empiri-
cal pseudo-potential and TB methods – have revealed the
mechanisms by which substitutional N and Bi impuri-
ties perturb the GaAs band structure. Specifically, it has
been shown that the local relaxation of the crystal lattice
(arising from differences in covalent radius) and charge
transfer (arising from differences in atomic orbital ener-
gies) due to substitutional incorporation of an isolated N
(Bi) impurity gives rise to a highly localised state. This
state is resonant with and couples to the GaAs CB (VB)
in GaNyAs1−y (GaBixAs1−x), leading to hybridised al-
loy CB (VB) edge states containing an admixture of ex-
tended GaAs Bloch and localised N (Bi) character. These
localised states can be desscribed as linear combinations
of the supercell eigenstates that fold back to Γ. Since
more eigenstates fold back to Γ with increasing supercell
size, systematic analysis has demonstrated the need to
use large supercells – i.e. ultra-dilute Bi and N composi-
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TABLE I. Based on tight-binding calculations of ordered supercells, the lowest conduction band (ECB), the highest two valence
bands (EV1 and EV2), and the spin split-off band (ESO) energies are provided for various positions of a single N and Bi impurities
substituted into a 4096 atom GaAs supercell. The labels describing the relative position of the substitutional Bi and N atoms
in the supercells considered are defined in the text; schematic illustrations of these local atomic environments can be found in
Fig. S1 of the Supplementary Material.

Supercell Configuration ECB (eV) EV1 (eV) EV2 (eV) ESO (eV)
Ga2048As2048 GaAs 1.519 0.0010 0.0010 −0.3518
Ga2048N1As2047 GaAs:NA 1.500 0.0013 0.0011 −0.3518
Ga2048As2047Bi1 GaAs:BiA 1.518 0.0068 0.0062 −0.3521
Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 GaAs:NABiB 1.500 0.0152 0.0131 −0.3521
Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 GaAs:NABiC 1.506 0.0154 0.0127 −0.3521
Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 GaAs:NABiD 1.495 0.0196 0.0115 −0.3523

tions – to accurately quantify the nature and impact of
these localised impurity states in the dilute doping limit.

Here, we perform a similar analysis for a series of 4096-
atom Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercells. We vary the rela-
tive positions of the N and Bi atoms to ascertain (i) any
changes to their respective impact on the electronic struc-
ture, and (ii) the scale of any interactions between N-
and Bi-related localised states. In each case we compute
the fractional GaAs Γ (Bloch) character of the supercell
zone-centre eigenstates in order to quantify the changes
in the electronic structure associated with the formation
of different N and Bi local atomic environments. The
results of these Γ character calculations are discussed in
Sec. S2 of the Supplementary Material. We begin with a
Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercell in which the N and Bi atoms
are widely separated and note that the associated reduc-
tion in symmetry, arising from relaxation of the crystal
lattice about the impurity sites, lifts the degeneracy of the
predominantly GaAs LH- and HH-like VB edge states.

Table I summarises the results of our calculations for a
range of Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercells. We use subscripts
A to D to describe the positions of Bi and N atoms, where
A is taken to be one of the corners of an 8-atom simple cu-
bic primitive cell. In the unrelaxed supercells the vectors
describing the separation between these atomic sites are:
rAB = a0(x̂+ ŷ+ ẑ), rAC = a0(x̂+ ŷ), and rAD = a0

2 (x̂+ ŷ)
where a0 is the GaAs lattice constant. For example, the
notation GaAs:NABiD describes the [110] oriented N-Ga-
Bi complex described above, while GaAs:NABiB describes
a supercell in which the Bi atom is oriented along [111]
relative to the N atom, with the N and Bi atoms occupy-
ing the same corner of neighbouring 8-atom simple cubic
primitive cells.

From table I, as the N and Bi atoms are brought
closer together the splitting between the two highest va-
lence band edge energies (Ev1 and Ev2) increases due
to the resultant larger local relaxation of the lattice,
with the largest calculated splitting of ≈ 10 meV in a
Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercell occurring for an N-Ga-Bi
complex oriented along the [110] direction (in which the
N and Bi atoms are second-nearest neighbours and share
a Ga nearest neighbour). We note that this lifting of
the VB edge degeneracy due to a reduction in symme-
try is consistent with that calculated previously for dis-
ordered GaAs1−xBix.28,29,41 In the Ga2048N1As2047 and
Ga2048As2047Bi1 supercells we note the presence of a small

(< 1 meV) splitting of the LH- and HH-like VB edge
states. We do not expect a lifting of the VB edge degen-
eracy in these ordered structures: the observed splitting
is due to small residual strains associated with the con-
vergence of the relaxation of the atomic positions using
the valence force field model. For the lowest CB edge en-
ergy (ECB), the impact of interaction between Bi and N
atoms is consistent with the existing literature and can
be understood on the basis of their isolated behaviours in
Ga2048N1As2047 and Ga2048As2047Bi1 supercells. For ex-
ample in case of GaAs:NABiB, Bi and N atom interaction
is minimum and the shift in ECB energy is dominated
by the presence of N atom. For the maximum interac-
tion between Bi and N atoms (GaAs:NABiD), the shift in
ECB energy is largest indicating a combined impact from
a BAC related shift from N atom and a small contribution
from Bi atom which could be described by conventional
alloy models28. Contrary to the trends observed for the
CB and VB edge energies, we note that the SO band
edge energy is relatively unaffected by N incorporation:
the calculated trends in the energy and Γ character of the
SO band edge states are essentially identical to those in
GaAs1−xBix, with the impact of N manifesting primarily
via small energy shifts associated with local lattice relax-
ation.

Next, we turn our attention to the localised states as-
sociated with N and Bi, which we construct explicitly for
each supercell.28 Our analysis reveals a somewhat sur-
prising feature: the overall nature and character of the
N- (Bi-) related localised state is found to be effectively
identical to that in an equivalent Bi-free Ga2048N1As2047

(N-free Ga2048As2047Bi1) supercell. In all cases we find
that the character of the band edge eigenstates is largely
retained: the CB (VB) edge eigenstates are a linear com-
bination of the unperturbed GaAs CB (VB) edge and
N (Bi) localised states, describable via the same 2- (4-
) band (V)BAC model as in GaNyAs1−y (GaAs1−xBix).
This confirms that the impact of N (Bi) on the CB (VB)
structure is effectively independent of co-alloying with Bi
(N) and, as we will see below, that general trends in the
evolution of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band structure can be
described to a reasonable degree of accuracy, by super-
posing the established description of impact of both N
and Bi incorporation.
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B. Band edge energies in disordered alloys

Having analysed the impact of co-alloying N and Bi
in the dilute doping limit, we now turn our attention to
the evolution of the electronic structure with alloy com-
position in disordered alloys. We restrict our attention
to lattice-matched, 4096-atom supercells in which the N
and Bi compositions have been chosen to produce net
zero macroscopic strain with respect to GaAs – i.e. we
require y = 0.58x so that the GaNyAs1−x−yBix lattice
constant is equal to that of GaAs. At each alloy com-
position we compute the electronic structure of five dis-
tinct supercells in which the N and Bi atoms are substi-
tuted at randomly chosen sites on the anion sublattice.
To determine the composition dependence of the band
edge energies we average over the results of these five
distinct calculations at each composition. As a reference
for the GaNyAs1−x−yBix calculations, we have performed
the same analysis for equivalent Bi- (N-) free GaNyAs1−y
(GaAs1−xBix) supercells. The results of these calcula-
tions are summarised in Figs. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) for
GaNyAs1−y, GaAs1−xBix and GaNyAs1−x−yBix, respec-
tively.

Beginning with GaNyAs1−y, the closed red circles in
Fig. 1(a) show the calculated dependence of the CB and
VB edge energies ECB and EVB on y. Our calculations re-
produce the well-known trends for GaNyAs1−y. Firstly,
N incorporation causes a rapid decrease and large com-
position dependent bowing of ECB, with the calculated
CB edge states consisting of an admixture of GaAs CB
edge Bloch and N localised state character. Secondly,
the VB and SO edge energies are relatively unperturbed
from those calculated in ordered alloy supercells, and
are well described via conventional VC energy shifts as

EVB(y) = E
(0)
VB +κN y and ESO(y) = E

(0)
SO −γN y, where E

(0)
VB

and E
(0)
SO are the corresponding unperturbed GaAs band

edge energies.27 Thirdly, the band gap Eg = ECB − EVB

(depicted by closed green squares in Fig. 1(a)) is calcu-
lated to decrease by ∼ 180 meV when 1% of the As atoms
are replaced by N, in good agreement with a range of ex-
perimental measurements.

The closed red circles in Fig. 1(b) show the calculated
dependence of ECB and EVB on x in GaAs1−xBix. Again
we recover the experimentally observed trends. Bi incor-
poration causes a rapid decrease of the band gap (closed
green squares), which is characterised by strong compo-
sition dependent bowing and is qualitatively similar to
that in GaNyAs1−y but instead originates from strong
upward bowing of EVB. The calculated VB edge eigen-
states consist of an admixture of GaAs VB Bloch and Bi
localised state character, and the calculated ∼ 100 meV
decrease in Eg in going from GaAs to GaAs0.99Bi0.01 is
in good agreement with experimental measurements. We
note that our calculations correctly describe that the de-
crease of Eg due to N incorporation is larger than that
associated with Bi incorporation at fixed composition, re-
flecting the larger differences in covalent radius and elec-
tronegativity between N and As than between As and
Bi. We further find that ECB and the SO band edge
energy ESO in GaAs1−xBix are well described via con-

ventional VC energy shifts as ECB(x) = E
(0)
VB − αBi x and

ESO(x) = E
(0)
SO −γBi x, where E

(0)
SO is the unperturbed GaAs

SO band edge energy. The calculated VC parameters
κN,Bi, αN,Bi and γN,Bi are given, along with the remainder
of the parameters of the 14-band k·p model, in Sec. S1.B
of the Supplementary Material.

Figure 1(c) summarises the results of the disordered
alloy supercell calculations for GaNyAs1−x−yBix lattice-
matched to GaAs. The variation of ECB, EVB and Eg are
shown here as a function of the Bi composition x, for N
compositions y = 0.58x. The calculated reduction of Eg –
approximately 220 meV (400 meV) in a lattice-matched
alloy having x = 1% (y = 1%) – is significantly larger
than that in either GaNyAs1−y or GaAs1−xBix. That this
giant band gap bowing can be achieved in alloys which
are lattice-matched to GaAs suggests significant poten-
tial for applications at infrared wavelengths. We note (i)
the decrease in ECB is comparable to, but slightly larger
than, that in GaNyAs1−y, and (ii) the increase in EVB is
approximately equal to that in GaAs1−xBix. ∆SO is cal-
culated to increase by approximately 70 meV per % Bi in
lattice-matched GaNyAs1−x−yBix – i.e. by approximately
the same amount as in GaAs1−xBix, reflecting the weak
impact of N incorporation on the VB.

To confirm that these trends can be described as a di-
rect combination of the separate impact of N (Bi) incor-
poration primarily on the CB (VB) structure, we have
used the 14-band k·p model to calculate the composi-
tion dependent band edge energies. The results of the
k·p calculations of ECB and EVB (solid black lines) and
Eg (dashed black lines) for GaNyAs1−y, GaAs1−xBix and
GaNyAs1−x−yBix are shown respectively in Figs. 1(a), (b)
and (c). In GaNyAs1−y (GaAs1−xBix) this corresponds
to a 10- (12-) band k·p model of the band structure. In
all cases we note that the variation of ECB and EVB with
composition are in good overall agreement with the re-
sults of the disordered supercell calculations. We note
some minor deviation between the calculated variation of
Eg in GaNyAs1−y and GaNyAs1−x−yBix using the TB
and k·p models, which we identify as being associated
with the relatively stronger impact of N-related cluster
states – neglected in the k·p model – on the CB edge.
These results suggest overall that the evolution of the
main features of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band structure (i)
is primarily determined by the influence of localised states
associated with independent N and Bi impurities, and (ii)
can be reliably described using an extended k·p Hamilto-
nian whose basis explicitly includes these localised states
and their coupling to the GaAs host matrix band edge
states.

Finally, Fig. 1(d) compares the variation of Eg (solid
black lines) and ∆SO (dashed black lines) calculated using
the 14-band k·p model with N composition y to photo-
modulated reflectance (PR) and spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry (SE) measurements undertaken on a series of pseu-
domorphically strained GaNyAs0.982−yBi0.018 (x = 1.8%)
samples grown on GaAs via metal-organic vapour phase
epitaxy.42 The calculated variation of Eg and ∆SO with y
are in good overall agreement with experiment. Firstly,
the 14-band model accurately describes the measured
large reduction in Eg compared to that in GaAs, and
captures the evolution of Eg with increasing N compo-
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FIG. 1. (a), (b) and (c) Calculated variation of the CB and VB edge energies ECB and EVB, and band gap Eg = ECB − EVB,
with alloy composition in GaNyAs1−y, GaAs1−xBix and GaNyAs1−x−yBix (lattice-matched to GaAs). Closed red circles (green
squares) show ECB and EVB (Eg) calculated for a series of free-standing, disordered 4096-atom supercells using the sp3s∗ tight-
binding model. Solid (dashed) black lines show ECB and EVB (Eg) calculated using the 14-band k·p Hamiltonian. (d) Variation
of Eg and ∆SO with N composition y in GaNyAs0.982−yBi0.018 (x = 1.8%) calculated using the 14-band k·p Hamiltonian (solid
and dashed black lines, respectively), compared to the results of room temperature spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE; closed green
squares and circles) and photo-modulated reflectance (PR; closed red squares) measurements. The experimental data are from
Ref. 42.

TABLE II. Details of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs structures analysed in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4. Structures 1 and 2 contain ternary
(N-free) GaAs1−xBix/GaAs QWs, while structures 3 and 4 contain quaternary GaNyAs1−x−yBix QWs. In addition to the Bi
and N compositions x and y we summarise the results of the 14-band k·p calculations, which are independent of alloy disorder at
fixed composition. We provide the computed in-plane component εxx (= εyy, compressive in all structures) of the macroscopic
strain, as well as the CB and VB band offsets (∆ECB and ∆EHH), and ground state transition energy e1-h1 at T = 300 K.

Structure x (%) y (%) εxx (%) ∆ECB (meV) ∆EHH (meV) e1-h1 (eV) e1-h1 (nm)
1 6.25 —– −0.74 106 359 1.097 1130
2 9.00 —– −1.06 153 456 0.960 1292
3 6.25 2.50 −0.23 419 366 0.791 1568
4 9.00 1.00 −0.86 306 459 0.808 1535

sition. Secondly, the 14-band model describes well the
overall magnitude of ∆SO – which is larger than that in
GaAs due to the presence of Bi – and that incorporating
N tends to have little impact on ∆SO, with the measured
and calculated values remaining approximately constant
across the range of N compositions considered.

C. Electronic properties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs
quantum wells

In order to realise photonic devices based on
GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys, in practice it will likely
be required to develop quantum-confined heterostruc-
tures. We therefore elucidate and analyse general
features of the electronic and optical properties of
GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs, focusing in particular on
the bound lowest energy electron and highest energy hole
states e1 and h1. In order to account for alloy disor-
der effects, for each QW structure having fixed N and
Bi composition we consider ten distinct supercells hav-
ing different statistically random spatial distributions of
substitutional N and Bi atoms at anion lattice sites in
the GaNyAs1−x−yBix QW layer. We compare the results

of atomistic TB calculations to those obtained for the
same structures using the continuum 14-band k·p model
in the envelope function approximation (EFA), in which
the QWs are treated as idealised one-dimensional struc-
tures. Since the 14-band model does not explicitly ac-
count for the presence of alloy disorder, the results of the
k·p calculations provide a reference against which to high-
light the role played by alloy disorder in the full atomistic
calculations.

Four compressively strained QW structures are consid-
ered: structures 1 and 2 are N-free GaAs1−xBix/GaAs
QWs having respective Bi compositions x = 6.25 and
9%, while structures 3 and 4 are GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs
QWs having respective Bi and N compositions x = 6.25%,
y = 2.5% and x = 9%, y = 1%. These structures are de-
scribed in Table II, and the simulated geometries are as
described in Sec. 2.1 above. The N and Bi compositions
for structures 3 and 4 were chosen to produce ground state
e1-h1 transition energies close to 0.8 eV, so as to analyse
the QW properties in the composition ranges of interest
for applications in the technologically important 1.55 µm
wavelength range. Table II also summarises the results of
the 14-band k·p calculations for each QW structure, in-
cluding the in-plane compressive strain εxx, CB and VB
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FIG. 2. Probability density associated with the lowest energy CB electron state (e1; upper row) and highest energy VB hole state
(h1; lower row) in 8 nm thick (a) GaN0.025As0.9125Bi0.0625/GaAs (x = 6.25%, y = 2.5%), and (b) GaN0.01As0.90Bi0.09/GaAs
(x = 9%, y = 1%) QWs. Solid (dash-dotted) black lines and solid (dash-dotted) red lines respectively denote the e1 and h1
probability density at anion (cation) sites calculated using the TB model, obtained at each position z along the [001] growth
direction by summing over the probability densities associated with each atom in the plane. Dashed blue lines denote the
well/barrier interfaces. The TB calculations were performed for ten supercells containing different random spatial distributions
(RDs) of substitutional N and Bi atoms on the anion sublattice: results are presented here for three representative structures in
each case, with plots for additional GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs structures, as well as for GaAs1−xBix/GaAs structures, provided
in Figs. S5 and S6 of the Supplementary Material.

offsets ∆ECB and ∆EHH, and QW band gaps (e1-h1 tran-
sition energies). Based on our analysis in Sec. 3.2 we
conclude that GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs heterostructures
have deep type-I band offsets and can therefore be ex-
pected to possess intrinsically high electron-hole spatial
overlap, suggesting the possibility to achieve good optical
efficiency and indicating potential for the development of
light-emitting/absorbing devices. We calculate respective
CB and VB offsets ∆ECB = 106 meV and ∆EHH = 359
meV in structure 1 (x = 6.25%), compared with 153 and
456 meV in structure 2 (x = 9%). In these N-free struc-
tures Bi incorporation brings about compressive strain
and large VB offsets ∆EHH, and while ∆ECB is consider-
ably smaller it is nonetheless sufficiently large to provide
good confinement of electrons and holes and facilitate ef-
ficient photon emission/absorption.19

Beginning with structure 1 and incorporating 2.5% N in
the QW layer to obtain structure 3 increases the ground
state transition wavelength by ∼ 450 nm to 1.55 µm,
while simultaneously reducing the net compressive strain
by a factor of approximately three to εxx = −0.23%.
Comparing the calculated band offsets for structures 1
and 3 we observe that N incorporation significantly in-
creases ∆ECB, by a factor of approximately four to 419
meV, corresponding to the strong N-induced reduction of
the QW CB edge energy. The VB offset is effectively un-
changed, again reflecting that N incorporation has little
effect on the VB. We observe a similar trend in incorporat-
ing 1% N to go from structure 2 to structure 4. In all cases
we find that the trends in the net macroscopic strain, QW
band offsets, and band gap calculated using the 14-band
model are consistent with those obtained from the full
atomistic calculations.

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the calculated probability
density for the e1 (upper panels; black lines) and h1 (lower
panels; red lines) states in the GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs

QWs (a) structure 3, and (b) structure 4. Here we have
plotted probability densities for three different random
configurations of Bi and N atoms; plots for additional
configurations can be found in Fig. S6 of the Supplemen-
tary Material. Solid and dashed lines respectively denote
the probability density projected to cations and anions,
calculated using the TB method at each fixed position
z along [001] by summing over the probability density
associated with all atoms in the plane perpendicular to
[001]. Firstly, we note that the calculated probability den-
sities in the N-free QWs, structures 1 and 2 – which, for
brevity, are provided in Sec. S3 of the Supplementary Ma-
terial – demonstrate that the short-range alloy disorder
strongly perturbs the hole states in GaAs1−xBix/GaAs
QWs, while the electron states in the relatively unper-
turbed CB can be well described using the conventional
EFA. The GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs h1 probability densi-
ties calculated using the TB method are qualitatively the
same as those in the N-free structures, as expected given
the weak impact of N incorporation on the VB struc-
ture. The h1 eigenstates depart from a conventional en-
velope function-like behaviour: we calculate that, in a
given structure, h1 tends to localise preferentially within
the QW about regions of locally high Bi composition –
i.e. pairs and larger clusters of Bi atoms. In the CB we
note that introducing N brings about a marked qualitative
change in the nature of the e1 eigenstates: the e1 proba-
bility density in the presence of N mirrors that of h1 in the
presence of Bi, reflecting that N localised states strongly
perturb the CB structure. As we have identified in our
previous analysis of the GaNyAs1−y (GaAs1−xBix) elec-
tronic structure, the observed strong localisation of the
CB (VB) edge eigenstates generally reflects strong hy-
bridisation of the extended GaAs band edge states with
a multiplicity of N (Bi) localised states associated with
pairs and larger clusters of substitutional N (Bi) impu-
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FIG. 3. (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively show the probability density associated with the e1 (upper row) and h1 (lower row)
states in structures 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Table II. Solid (dash-dotted) black and red lines denote the electron and hole probability
densities at anion (cation) sites, calculated using the TB model and averaged over the ten different RDs considered for each
structure. Solid (dashed) green lines denote the e1 (hh1) probability density calculated using the 14-band k·p Hamiltonian in
the EFA. Dashed blue lines denote the well/barrier interfaces.

rities, resulting in significant degradation of the Bloch
character of the corresponding alloy eigenstates. In the
GaNyAs1−x−yBix QW structures considered here this be-
haviour is reflected in the near complete breakdown of the
EFA description of the carrier probability densities due to
strong electron and hole localisation, with the details of
the QW electronic properties being strongly dependent
on the precise nature of the short-range alloy disorder
present in the GaNyAs1−x−yBix layer of the structure.

Figures 3(a) – (d) provide a summary of the calculated
e1 and h1 probability densities for structures 1 – 4 re-
spectively, using both the TB (solid and dashed black
and red lines) and 14-band k·p (solid and dashed green
lines) models. The probability densities shown for the TB
calculations are averaged over those computed for the ten
distinct supercells used to represent each structure. As in
our analysis of the bulk electronic structure (cf. Sec. 3.2),
we find that the k·p method reliably captures the general
trends observed in the full atomistic calculations. How-
ever, on average, alloy disorder effects cause a breakdown
of the EFA for hole states in GaAs1−xBix QWs, and for
both electron and hole states in GaNyAs1−x−yBix QWs.
On this basis we conclude that the electronic properties
of GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs are strongly influenced
by the alloy microstructure, and hence that the bound
states in GaNyAs1−x−yBix heterostructures are generally
characterised by strong localisation and a correspond-
ing degradation in Bloch character, compared to those
in equivalent structures based on conventional semicon-
ductor alloys.

D. Optical transitions in GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs
quantum wells

We consider now the optical properties of these QW
structures and, again facilitated by comparison with the
results of the atomistic TB and continuum k·p calcula-

tions, quantify the impact of alloy disorder on the QW
band gap and ground state optical transition strengths.

The results of our TB calculations of the optical prop-
erties for structures 1 – 4 are summarised in Figs. 4 (a)
– (d) respectively where, in each case, the results for all
ten distinct supercells are shown. Solid black (red) lines
show the computed TE- (TM-) polarised e1-h1 optical
transition strengths, plotted in each case at the wave-
length λ corresponding to the computed e1-h1 transition
energy. We begin by noting that since all QWs consid-
ered are compressively strained, in the k·p calculations
h1 is purely HH-like at the QW zone centre (k‖ = 0).
As such, the h1 eigenstates computed using the 14-band
model have no component along the [001] direction, so
that the TM-polarised optical transition strength van-
ishes in accordance with the conventional selection rules
for QWs. Examining the results of the atomistic calcula-
tions in Figs. 4 (a) and (b) we note that this selection rule
holds generally in the N-free GaAs1−xBix/GaAs struc-
tures 1 and 2: the calculated TM-polarised optical tran-
sition strengths are negligibly small, even in the presence
of significant alloy disorder at x = 9%.

The calculated TE-polarised optical transition
strengths for structures 1 and 2 describe that the band
edge optical transitions in GaAs1−xBix/GaAs QWs are
characterised by inhomogeneous broadening associated
with alloy disorder-induced fluctuations in the QW band
gap, producing a spectral width ∆λ of the e1-h1 transi-
tion wavelength – computed as the standard deviation
of the e1-h1 wavelengths for the ten distinct supercells
(RDs) used to represent each QW – of 9.5 nm (16.6 nm)
at x = 6.25% (9%).29,38 The TB calculations indicate
little degradation in the optical transition strengths in
going from structure 1 to 2, reflecting that the slight
reduction in the Bloch character of h1 is offset by the
increase in electron-hole spatial overlap brought about
by the associated increase in ∆ECB.19 We note that these
trends are consistent with the available experimental
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data, as highlighted in our previous analysis of bulk
GaAs1−xBix alloys and QWs.19,29,38 The k·p calculations
for structures 1 and 2 indicate a modest increase . 5%
in the TE-polarised optical transition strength in going
from x = 6.25 to 9%: we attribute the deviation from this
trend observed in the TB calculations to the impact of
alloy disorder on the h1 eigenstates, with the formation
of pairs and larger clusters of Bi atoms acting to decrease
the Bloch character of the VB edge states.

Turning our attention to the quaternary QWs – struc-
tures 3 and 4 – in Figs. 4 c) and (d) we note that co-
alloying N and Bi leads to significant modifications of
the optical properties. Firstly, we note a breakdown of
the conventional QW selection rules: the h1 eigenstates
in certain supercells acquire appreciable LH character in
the presence of N, leading to non-zero TM-polarised e1-
h1 optical transition strengths. Our calculations identify
this as being primarily a result of local regions of ten-
sile strain due to lattice relaxation about N atomic sites.
While N incorporation leaves the overall character of the
VB edge states largely unchanged, this demonstrates that
N clustering can nonetheless bring about non-trivial mod-
ification of the character of the bound hole states. These
microscopic regions of tensile strain allow the predomi-
nantly HH-like h1 eigenstates to acquire an admixture of
LH character – i.e. p-like orbital components polarised
along the growth direction – and hence to have non-zero
transition strengths for TM-polarised transitions involv-
ing e1 at the zone centre. This confirms that calculated
breakdown of the conventional optical selection rules is as-
sociated with the impact of N-related alloy disorder on the
VB structure. This explicitly local effect is not accounted
for in the 14-band k·p model considered here, nor in exist-
ing models of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band structure. How-
ever, we note that this calculated breakdown of the con-
ventional optical selection rules does not necessarily im-
ply that measured optical spectra for GaNyAs1−x−yBix-
based QWs will have large TM-polarised components.
Our analysis here focuses on individual QW eigenstates
and demonstrates that this behaviour is associated with
the formation of localised states about large clusters of
N atoms, which occur relatively rarely and are hence un-
likely to contribute significantly to the net optical emis-
sion/absorption.

Secondly, we note that the combination of N- and Bi-
related alloy disorder leads to large variations of the QW
band gap between the distinct supercells considered for
each structure, resulting in ∆λ = 47 nm (98.8 nm) in
structure 3 (4). For some supercells we calculate anoma-
lously low optical transition strengths, which our anal-
ysis associates with strong hybridisation of the e1 (h1)
eigenstates with N (Bi) cluster states that are typically
strongly localised, spatially separated, and lie close in en-
ergy to the bulk CB or VB edge. We note that the degra-
dation in Bloch character this represents is also manifest
through the strong calculated decrease in optical transi-
tion strength due to the incorporation of N at fixed x
(i.e. in going from structure 1 to 3, or structure 2 to 4).
The k·p calculations indicate that the TE-polarised opti-
cal transition strength in structure 3 (structure 4) should
be ∼ 75% (∼ 80%) of that in structure 1 (structure 2),

FIG. 4. TE-polarised (solid black lines) and TM-polarised
(solid red lines) optical transition strengths between the e1
and h1 states, calculated using the atomistic TB model, for
the N-free GaAs1−xBix/GaAs QWs structure (a) 1, and (b) 2,
and for the GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs structure (c) 3, and
(b) 4 (cf. Table II). For each structure the computed transition
strengths are shown for all ten distinct supercells considered.
The spectral width of the ground state transition wavelength
(∆λ) is calculated as the standard deviation of the wavelengths
computed for the ten distinct supercells (RDs) used to repre-
sent each structure.

underestimating the approximately fivefold reduction ob-
served in the full atomistic calculations: the extended na-
ture of the QW eigenstates calculated in the EFA does not
capture the impact of carrier localisation about N and/or
Bi clusters on the e1-h1 spatial overlap. This discrepancy
highlights the role played by short-range alloy disorder in
determining the optical properties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix-
based heterostructures, and indicates that intrinsic alloy
disorder may potentially limit the optical efficiency and
performance of real GaNyAs1−x−yBix materials and de-
vices.

The calculated strong variation of the TE-polarised op-
tical transition strengths for the distinct supercells con-
sidered reaffirms that the large number of mixed an-
ion local environments that occur in a randomly disor-
dered GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloy has a significant impact on
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the band edge eigenstates. In general, short-range al-
loy disorder generates a multiplicity of band edge states
which are (i) spread over a relatively small range of en-
ergies, and (ii) strongly localised, at different locations
in the different QW structures investigated. In a real
GaNyAs1−x−yBix heterostructure the band-edge optical
emission/absorption will then consist of contributions
from a range of such states, having similar character to
the e1 and h1 states described above. Previous analy-
sis has demonstrated that the net electronic and opti-
cal properties arising from such states can be accounted
for using EFA-based models by including an appropri-
ate description of the associated inhomogeneous spectral
broadening, at least in type-I heterotructures.19,43 This
has allowed, e.g., quantitative prediction of the optical
gain in GaAs1−xBix QW laser structures. As such, while
full atomistic calculations demonstrate a breakdown of
the EFA for individual eigenstates in GaNyAs1−x−yBix,
and are required in general to understand the full de-
tails of the unusual material properties, it is possible that
EFA-based models may provide an average description
of the electronic and optical properties which accurately
describes the measured trends in real heterostructures.
However, the stronger localisation of electrons in the N-
containing QWs (cf. Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)) suggest that the
EFA may overestimate the carrier spatial overlap in type-
II GaNyAs1−y/GaAs1−xBix QWs.

Overall, our results indicate that short-range alloy dis-
order has a marked impact on the GaNyAs1−x−yBix
alloy properties, similar in nature to equivalent ef-
fects in Ga(In)NyAs1−y and GaAs1−xBix alloys and
heterostructures.19,43 Previous applications of the k·p
method to Ga(In)NyAs1−y and GaAs1−xBix has allowed
quantitative predictions of the properties of real devices.
We expect that a similar approach can be reliably applied
to compute, analyse and optimise the properties of devices
based on type-I GaNyAs1−x−yBix heterostructures, but
that detailed comparison to future experimental measure-
ments will be required to ascertain the validity of such ap-
proaches when applied to type-II heterostructures based
on N- and Bi-containing alloys.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICAL
APPLICATIONS

Having quantified key trends in the evolution of the
GaNyAs1−x−yBix electronic and optical properties, we
turn our attention to the consequences of the unusual ma-
terial band structure for device applications. As we have
demonstrated above that the 14-band k·p Hamiltonian
describes well the composition dependent band edge en-
ergies, we employ this model to compute the dependence
of the energy gaps on N and Bi composition, and strain.
These calculations are summarised in Fig. 5, where solid
blue (dashed red) lines denote alloy compositions for
which fixed band gap Eg (strain εxx) can be achieved
in pseudomorphically strained GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs.
The extremely strong reduction of Eg allows long emis-
sion/absorption wavelengths – ranging from ∼ 1 µm
through the near-infrared to mid-infrared wavelengths in
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FIG. 5. Composition space map calculated using the 14-
band k·p Hamiltonian, describing the variation of the in-plane
strain (εxx = εyy) and room temperature band gap (Eg) in
pseudomorphically strained GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys grown on
[001]-oriented GaAs. Solid blue and dashed red lines respec-
tively denote paths in the composition space along which Eg
and εxx are constant. The dashed-dotted green line denotes
alloy compositions for which Eg = ∆SO; alloys lying to the
right of this contour have ∆SO > Eg and are predicted to have
suppressed CHSH Auger recombination and IVBA.

excess of 4 µm – to be achieved at N and Bi composi-
tions compatible with established epitaxial growth. The
εxx = 0 line describes that lattice-matching to GaAs is
achieved for y = 0.58x.

The dash-dotted green line in Fig. 5 denotes alloy com-
positions for which Eg = ∆SO, so that alloys lying to the
left (right) of this contour have ∆SO < Eg (∆SO > Eg). We
recall that Auger recombination and IVBA processes in-
volving the SO band play an important role in limiting the
performance of near- and mid-infrared light-emitting de-
vices. For ∆SO < Eg the rates of these processes increases
strongly with ∆SO, becoming resonant when Eg = ∆SO,
but should then be effectively suppressed when ∆SO > Eg.
While this ideal situation can in principle be achieved in
GaAs1−xBix (y = 0) with Eg = 1.55 µm, our calculations
show that incorporating N requires a reduction in x to
maintain a fixed emission wavelength, and therefore re-
duces ∆SO relative to Eg. N incorporation then quickly
brings Eg and ∆SO into resonance (depicted by the closed
black circle in Fig. 5). Furthermore, the associated de-
crease in compressive strain associated with incorporat-
ing N at 1.55 µm is expected to reduce the optical gain in
a QW laser structure.19 This required combination of re-
duced |εxx| and ∆SO to maintain 1.55 µm emission in the
presence of N suggests, contrary to recent analysis,44,45

that GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys and heterostructures con-
taining N are not suitable for applications at 1.55 µm.
Similarly, at 1.3 µm alloys containing Bi are expected
to have larger ∆SO relative to Eg than in conventional
materials, suggesting increased Auger recombination and
IVBA. From the perspective of photonic device devel-
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opment our analysis therefore suggests that quaternary
GaNyAs1−x−yBix heterostructures are best suited for ap-
plications at wavelengths ∼ 1 µm or & 2 µm, where Eg
and ∆SO differ significantly in magnitude.

Our analysis does however confirm the potential of
GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys for applications in multi-junction
solar cells,46 since Eg ≈ 1 eV can be achieved in alloys
which are lattice-matched to either GaAs or Ge. The
modest N and Bi compositions required to reach a band
gap ∼ 1 eV have been achieved in initial growth stud-
ies of GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs epitaxial layers. Analysis
of prototypical GaAs1−xBix/GaAs QW solar cells indi-
cates that one potential factor limiting the photovoltaic
performance of lattice-matched GaNyAs1−x−yBix junc-
tions may be the large inhomogeneous spectral broaden-
ing of the band edge optical absorption, associated with
the presence of short-range alloy disorder and crystalline
defects.47 However, we expect that these issues could be
mitigated to some degree via a combination of refinement
of the epitaxial growth,48,49 sample preparation,50,51 and
device design. This approach has been successfully em-
ployed to develop multi-junction solar cells incorporat-
ing the dilute nitride alloy Ga(In)NyAs1−y, which have
demonstrated record-breaking efficiency.

Finally, since our calculations indicate that
GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys display effectively identical
enhancement of the spin-orbit coupling to that in
GaAs1−xBix, similarly large enhancement of the Rashba
spin-orbit interaction52 to that in GaAs1−xBix can be
expected in GaNyAs1−x−yBix, potentially opening up
applications in spintronic devices.53

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a multi-scale theoretical frame-
work to calculate the properties of GaNyAs1−x−yBix
highly-mismatched alloys and heterostructures, based
on carefully derived atomistic TB and continuum k·p
Hamiltonians. We have performed a systematic in-
vestigation revealing key trends in the electronic and
optical properties of bulk GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys and
GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs. Our analysis indicates
that GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys provide broad scope for
band structure engineering: incorporating N (Bi) allows
to manipulate the CB (VB) structure close in energy to
band edges, offering significant control over the band gap,
VB spin-orbit splitting energy, and band offsets. Since
incorporating N (Bi) brings about tensile (compressive)
strain with respect to a GaAs substrate, co-alloying N and
Bi then further delivers significant control over the strain
in epitaxial layers and heterostructures, providing further
opportunities to tailor the electronic and optical proper-
ties. The intrinsic flexibility of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix al-
loy band structure is therefore particularly appealing for
practical applications.

Through systematic analysis of large-scale atomistic
electronic structure calculations we demonstrated that
the respective impact of N and Bi incorporation on
the CB and VB structure remain effectively indepen-
dent, even in the presence of significant short-range

alloy disorder. Comparison of atomistic and contin-
uum calculations highlights that a 14-band k·p Hamil-
tonian is sufficient to describe the evolution of the main
features of the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band structure, with
the predicted evolution of the band gap and VB spin-
orbit splitting energy in good agreement with experi-
mental measurements. Applying the TB model to com-
pute the electronic and optical properties of realistically
sized GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs QWs demonstrates that
short-range alloy disorder leads to strong carrier localisa-
tion, ultimately driving significant inhomogeneous spec-
tral broadening as well as a breakdown of the conven-
tional selection rules governing optical transitions. On
this basis we conclude that alloy disorder effects are likely
to play an important role in determining the proper-
ties of real GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys and heterostructures.
While our analysis suggests that EFA-based models in-
corporating appropriately parametrised inhomogeneous
spectral broadening are likely to be suitable when ap-
plied to type-I heterostructures, further detailed anal-
ysis of N- and Bi-containing type-II heterostructures –
e.g. GaNyAs1−y/GaAs1−xBi1−x QWs – may require that
a quantitative theoretical description be based upon di-
rect atomistic calculations.

Contrary to the existing literature our analysis sug-
gests that GaNyAs1−x−yBix heterostructures are not suit-
able for the development of GaAs-based semiconductor
lasers operating at 1.3 or 1.55 µm, since the reduction in
compressive strain and spin-orbit splitting energy com-
pared to equivalent N-free GaAs1−xBix structures is ex-
pected to compromise the proposed benefits of Bi incor-
poration and hence place significant limitations on per-
formance. Overall, we conclude that the features of the
electronic structure revealed through our analysis indi-
cate that GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys are most promising as
a suitable lattice-matched ∼ 1 eV band gap material for
applications in multi-junction solar cells.
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Section S1: Theoretical Models

The unusual electronic properties of dilute nitride and bismide alloys derive from the fact that, when incorpo-
rated in dilute concentrations, N and Bi act as isovalent impurities which strongly perturb the band structure of the
host matrix semiconductor.54–56 As a result, the details of electronic structure are strongly influenced, even at dilute
compositions, by short-range alloy disorder29,31,55,57 – i.e. the formation of pairs and larger clusters of N and Bi atoms
sharing cation nearest neighbours – meaning that highly-mismatched alloys pose significant challenges for theory.
Firstly, due to the prominence of impurity effects conventional approaches to analyse alloy band structures, such as
the virtual crystal approximation, break down. Secondly, since the effects of Bi and N incorporation are prominent
at dilute compositions and in the presence of alloy disorder, quantitative understanding of the properties of real
materials must be built on analysis of systems containing upwards of thousands of atoms:28,39,55,58 the minimum N or
Bi composition that can be considered using a 2M -atom GaMAsM−1X1 (X = N, Bi) supercell is M−1. For example,
to consider an alloy composition of 0.1% then requires a supercell containing a minimum of 2000 atoms (M−1 = 10−3)
and, since a 2000-atom supercell corresponds only to a single substitutional impurity, there is no scope to investigate
disorder effects unless the system size is significantly increased.

These features generally place the study of highly-mismatched alloys beyond the reach of contemporary first
principles methods, since sufficiently advanced approaches cannot be applied directly to such large systems due to
their associated computational expense. This then mandates the development of alternative theoretical approaches.
Indeed, while first principles analyses have provided valuable insights and information, detailed understanding of the
properties of real dilute nitride and bismide alloys has to date primarily been built via the development and application
of appropriate semi-empirical pseudopotential55,58–60 and TB28,31,33,39,57,61 models. Further analysis has shown that
simple continuum models – derived and parametrised on the basis of either (i) experimental measurements,62,63 or
(ii) electronic structure calculations27,39 – provide an effective means to understand and analyse the main features
of the band structure of N- and Bi-containing alloys, by describing general trends in important material parameters
(despite omitting the detailed features of the electronic structure). Here, in the following two sections, respectively,
we present two models of the electronic structure of GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys: (i) an atomistic sp3s∗ TB model, and
(ii) a continuum, extended basis set 14-band k·p Hamiltonian.

Section S1.A: Atomistic Tight-binding Model

noindent Since the TB method employs a basis set of localised atomic orbitals, it is ideally suited to probe
the electronic structure of localised impurities.30 This, combined with its low computational cost, means that
appropriately parametrised TB models provide a physically transparent and highly effective means by which to
systematically analyse the properties of large, disordered systems. We have previously demonstrated that the TB
method provides a detailed understanding of the electronic and optical properties of GaNyAs1−y and GaAs1−xBix
alloys, and that the results of calculations based on this approach are in quantitative agreement with a wide range of
experimental data.28,29,31–33 Here, we extend this approach to GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys.

To accurately describe states close in energy to the VB and CB edges we employ an sp3s∗ basis set,64 which allows
the dispersion of the lowest CB to be described throughout the entire Brillouin zone without explicit introduction of d
orbitals, which avoids significant parametric complexity. Our TB parameters for the band structures of the GaN, GaAs
and GaBi compounds are obtained on the basis of first principles band structure calculations.28,65 Spin-orbit coupling
between p orbitals is included explicitly in the model, in order to account for the known, strong relativistic effects
associated with Bi incorporation in (In)GaAs.28,66,67 To construct alloy supercells we replace As atoms by N or Bi
atoms at selected positions on the anion sublattice. To account for the important effects28,55,58,68 of lattice relaxation
about N and Bi lattice sites, the relaxed atomic positions in a given supercell are determined by minimising the total
elastic energy using a valence force field (VFF) model, based on the Keating potential and including anharmonic
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corrections to account accurately for the large local strains arising due to the significant differences in the covalent
radii of N, As and Bi.28,36,37

In our TB model the atomic orbital energies for a given atom are taken to depend on the local neighbour environment
by (i) averaging over the orbital energies of the compounds formed by the atom and each of its nearest neighbours,
and (ii) renormalising the nearest-neighbour averaged orbital energy obtained in this manner to account firstly for
the mixed-anion local environment (seen by a cation having nearest neighbour anions of different atomic species) and,
secondly, for the non-local nature of the lattice relaxation brought about by the large differences in covalent radii
between the As and X (= N, Bi) atoms. In this approach the energy of orbital α (= s, px, py, pz, s

∗) in the atom
located at lattice site n (= 1, . . . , 2M) is given by35

Enα =
1

4

∑
j

[
∆EVB(nj) + Eα(nj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nearest-neighbour bond

+
∑
k 6=j

(
∆Eα
∆d0

)
njk

(
d(jk)− d0(jk)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mixed anion local environment

+

∑XMX

(
∆Eα
∆d0

)
GaAsX∑

XMX

(d(nj)− d0(nj)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Non-local lattice relaxation

]
,

(S1)

where X = N or Bi, and the sum runs over the four nearest neighbours j of atom n. Eα(nj), ∆EVB(nj) and d0(nj)
respectively denote the energy of orbital α, the VB offset, and the unstrained nearest-neighbour bond length of the
compound formed by atoms n and j. d(nj) is the relaxed bond length between atoms n and j in the supercell, MX is
the total number of N or Bi atoms, and

∑
XMX is the total number of N and Bi atoms. The magnitude of the second

and third terms in Eq. (S1) is determined (in part) by35(
∆Eα
∆d0

)
njk

=
Eα(nj)− Eα(nk)

d0(nj)− d0(nk)
, (S2)

which is the ratio of the difference between the energy of orbital α to that between the equilibrium bond lengths, for the
compounds formed by atom n and its nearest neighbours j and k (with Eα assumed here to include the corresponding
VB offset ∆EVB for a given compound).

The first term in Eq. (S1) describes conventional averaging of the orbital energy over nearest-neighbours. The
second and third terms in Eq. (S1) describe a re-normalisation of the orbital energy, and respectively account for (i)
the large, bond length dependent differences between the orbital energies in the compounds formed by a given atom and
nearest neighbours of differing atomic species, and (ii) the relaxation of the crystal lattice in response to substitutional
incorporation of an impurity X atom. Previous analysis35,40 has shown that it is pertinent to include an orbital energy
re-normalisation of this form to account for the fact that substitutional N and Bi atoms have significant differences in
electro-negativity and covalent radii compared to the As atoms they replace, meaning that they perturb the structural
and electronic properties much more severely than in conventional III-V alloys.

The nature of the orbital energy re-normalisation is best understood by considering its action in the presence of an
isolated substitutional impurity. In a GaMAsM−1X1 supercell a cation (Ga atom) having the X atom as a nearest
neighbour sits in a mixed-anion nearest-neighbour environment (formed by the X atom and three As atoms). Due to
relaxation of the crystal lattice, the length of the Ga-X bond is smaller (larger) than the three Ga-As nearest-neighbour
bonds when X = N (Bi).28,55 The second term in Eq. (S1) proceeds in a pairwise manner, adjusting the contribution of
a given nearest-neighbour bond to the Ga orbital energy by accounting for the large differences in Ga orbital energies
between GaAs and GaX – i.e. between those in compounds formed by the Ga atom and its X or As nearest neighbours.
For a given nearest-neighbour bond the magnitude of the re-normalisation term is determined by the multiplicative
factor d(jk)−d0(jk), which is non-zero only when the relaxed bond length differs from d0(jk), thus describing a simple
linear variation of the Ga orbital energy with bond length in going from GaAs to GaX.

The relaxation of the crystal lattice about the X atomic site generally propagates through the crystal on a length
scale which exceeds typical nearest-neighbour bond lengths. However, by definition the action of the second term in
Eq. (S1) is explicitly limited to nearest neighbours: the As second-nearest neighbours of the X atom in a GaMAsM−1X1

supercell (MX =
∑

X
MX = 1) have four Ga nearest neighbours, in which case the factor defined by Eq. (S2) vanishes,

despite that the relaxed second-nearest neighbour bond lengths will be different from those in unstrained GaAs. This
non-local perturbation of the crystal structure is taken into account by the third term in Eq. (S1), which renormalises
the orbital energy via a weighted average of the ratio defined in Eq. (S2) over all substitutional impurities in the
supercell. The magnitude of this correction is again determined by the difference between the relaxed and unstrained
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TABLE S1. Band structure parameters for the constituent compounds in the sp3s∗ tight-binding model of GaNyAs1−x−yBix,
including the valence band offsets ∆EVB, orbital energies Eα (α = s, p and s∗), inter-atomic interaction matrix elements Vδ
(δ = ssσ, ppσ, ppπ, scpaσ, sapcσ, s∗cpaσ and s∗apcσ), and renormalised atomic spin-orbit splitting energies ∆c,a. All parameters
are given in units of eV.

Parameter GaN GaAs GaBi
∆EVB −2.28 0.00 1.10
Esc −0.9994 −2.9474 −5.6126
Esa −12.3306 −8.6336 −8.3774
Epc 8.5803 3.5532 1.6940
Epa −2.7197 0.9252 −0.1256
Es∗c 12.2000 6.2000 5.8164
Es∗a 12.2000 7.0914 6.1262
Vssσ −2.0700 −1.6835 −1.3425
Vppσ 5.0530 2.9500 2.0003
Vppπ −0.7150 −0.7420 −0.6345
Vscpaσ 3.0593 2.4200 1.2025
Vsapcσ 2.0717 2.3920 2.3567
Vs∗cpaσ 2.8375 2.0400 0.5100
Vs∗apcσ 1.5442 1.7700 1.8051

∆c 0.0020 0.1350 0.6714
∆a 0.0070 0.0550 0.0384

TABLE S2. Dimensionless exponents ηδ (δ = ssσ, ppσ, ppπ, scpaσ, sapcσ, s∗cpaσ and s∗apcσ) used to rescale the inter-atomic
interaction matrix elements Vδ for the constituent compounds in the sp3s∗ tight-binding model of GaNyAs1−x−yBix.

Parameter GaN GaAs GaBi
ηssσ 3.030 3.512 3.660
ηppσ 2.090 3.204 2.200
ηppπ 3.720 4.326 3.240
ηscpaσ 3.500 4.500 4.090
ηsapcσ 4.000 4.100 4.080
ηs∗cpaσ 6.200 7.200 7.200
ηs∗apcσ 4.000 4.200 4.200

TABLE S3. Unstrained bond lengths d0 and bond stretching α and bond-angle bending β for the constituent compounds in
the valence force field potential used to relax the atomic positions in GaNyAs1−x−yBix supercells.

Parameter GaN GaAs GaBi

d0 (Å) 1.944 2.448 2.740
α (N m−1) 158.00 41.18 61.00
β (N m−1) 14.66 8.95 6.21

nearest-neighbour bond lengths, meaning that (i) it applies at all atomic sites that have been effected by the lattice
relaxation, and (ii) its magnitude decreases as the distance from the X atomic site increases, in line with the magnitude
of the lattice relaxation.

This orbital energy re-normalisation therefore provides a suitable manner in which to explicitly incorporate the
non-local nature of the perturbation to the supercell Hamiltonian – associated with N and/or Bi incorporation – into
what is implicitly a nearest-neighbour model. Also, since this approach relies only on the known orbital energies and
bond lengths, it has the benefit of circumventing the need introduce additional parameters to describe these important
beyond-nearest-neighbour effects.

The inter-atomic interaction matrix elements between a given pair of nearest neighbour atoms are computed in the
model by (i) using the two-centre integrals of Slater and Koster34 to take into account changes in bond angle, and (ii)
incorporating a bond length dependent rescaling to account for the difference between the relaxed bond length between
a pair of neighbouring atoms in the supercell, and the equilibrium bond length of the compound formed by the same
two atoms. For each distinct type of interaction, the bond length dependent rescaling of the interaction matrix element
between nearest neighbours n and j is given by
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Vδ(d(nj)) = Vδ(nj)

(
d0(nj)

d(nj)

)ηδ
, (S3)

where Vδ(nj) is the corresponding interaction matrix element in the unstrained compound formed by atoms n and j,
and δ = ssσ, ppσ, ppπ, scpaσ, sapcσ, s∗cpaσ or s∗apcσ describes the symmetry of the interaction (with c and a denoting
cations and anions, respectively). The exponent ηδ takes a distinct value for each δ – the full set are determined for
each compound by fitting to the hydrostatic deformation potentials obtained from first principles calculations.32

In the TB method we compute the momentum matrix element between the supercell eigenstates |nkσ〉 and |mkσ′〉
in the position basis as

P (ê)
nm(k) = − im0

~
∑
σ,σ′

〈nkσ|
[
(̂ê · r), Ĥ

]
|mkσ′〉

= − im0

~
∑
σ,σ′

∑
p,q

∑
α,β

a∗npασ(k)amqβσ′(k)

× (ê · rp − ê · rq) e−ik·(rp−rq) 〈pασ|Ĥ|qβσ′〉,
(S4)

where ê is a unit vector defining the direction along which the corresponding emitted/absorbed photon is polarised.

The final expression for P
(ê)
nm(k) is obtained using the spectral resolution of the position operator, (̂ê · r) =

∑
p,α,σ(ê ·

rp) |pασ〉〈pασ|, in addition to assuming that there is no overlap between basis states localised on different lattice sites,
〈pασ|qβσ′〉 = δpqδαβδσσ′ (i.e. an orthogonal TB model).

This model was implemented via the NEMO 3-D NanoElectronic MOdeling software, which was used to carry out
the supercell calculations.69,70

Section S1.B: B. 14-band k·p Hamiltonian

Previous analysis has shown it is possible and useful to derive simple continuum models that describe per-
turbed band structure of GaNyAs1−y and GaAs1−xBix alloys.27,39,40 Phenomenological approaches, principally the
band-anticrossing (BAC) model, have originated from interpretation of spectroscopic data and atomistic electronic
structure calculations, and are widely employed as a straightforward and efficient means by which to describe the
evolution of the main features of the band structure (principally the band gap and band edge energies) with alloy
composition, both in bulk materials and in heterostructures.

For GaNyAs1−y alloys it is well established that the evolution of the CB structure can be described by a simple
2-band BAC model, in which the extended states of the GaAs host matrix CB edge undergo a composition dependent
repulsive interaction (of magnitude βN

√
y, where βN is the BAC coupling strength and y is the N composition) with a set

of localised states associated with substitutional N impurities (having energy EN).32 In the case where the N-related
localised states lie energetically within the host matrix CB – as is the case in (In)GaNyAs1−y

32 – the composition
dependence of the BAC interaction between these two sets of states results in a strong reduction of the alloy CB edge
energy with increasing y. It generally established that similar behaviour is present in GaAs1−xBix: the strong reduction
(increase) and composition-dependent bowing of the band gap (VB spin-orbit-splitting energy) can be described in
terms of a valence band-anticrossing (VBAC) interaction between the extended states of the GaAs VB edge, and
localised impurity states associated with substitutional Bi impurities, which pushes the alloy VB edge upwards in
energy with increasing x. Detailed analysis has demonstrated that (i) incorporation of an isolated, substitutional N
(Bi) impurity in GaAs leads to the formation of A1 (T2) symmetric localised impurity states, which lie energetically
within – i.e. are resonant with – the GaAs CB (VB), and (ii) an appropriate 10-band (12-band) k·p Hamiltonian
can be derived using an extended basis set which includes these s-like (p-like) localised states, in addition to the
conventional 8-band basis defined by the GaAs zone-centre Bloch states associated with the lowest energy CB, and
light-hole (LH), heavy-hole (HH), and spin-split-off (SO) hole VBs.15 Despite their simplicity, these extended k·p have
proven to be highly effective tools for the analysis of real materials and devices. For example, theoretical models based
on the 10- and 12-band models have provided significant insight into the electronic and optical25 properties of QW
heterostructures, and have been used as a basis for quantitative prediction and design of key properties of electrically
pumped semiconductor lasers, including the optical gain and carrier recombination rates.19

However, formally, these (V)BAC-based models suffer from two fundamental limitations. Firstly, they consider the
impact on the band structure of isolated, non-interacting impurities only : they are hence formally applicable only to
ordered alloys, which limits their ability to predict the properties of real materials (which inevitably contain some degree
of alloy disorder). Secondly, uncertainty surrounding the (V)BAC parameters can lead to parametric ambiguity which
further reduces the predictive capability. In practice this first issue is not a significant limitation, since it is typically
found that (V)BAC models provide reasonably accurate descriptions of the evolution of band properties which are not
particularly sensitive to the presence of short-range alloy disorder. Instead, one must be careful in the interpretation
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of the results of such calculations, in the knowledge that the model will describe only band properties which are not
strongly effected by N and/or Bi clustering – e.g. the band gap and band edge energies,15 but not the effective masses
or Landé g factors.33 The second issue can, in certain circumstances, represent an impediment to the development and
application of BAC models due to an inability to unambiguously determine a consistent set of band parameters (of
which there can be many) from a given set of experimental or theoretical band structure data (which are typically few
in number). We have circumvented this problem in general by developing a TB approach28 that allows the matrix
elements of the alloy Hamiltonian to be directly calculated and parametrised in any chosen basis of crystal eigenstates
and which – via construction of the localised impurity states associated with substitutional N and/or Bi incorporation
– allows explicit evaluation of the various contributions to each matrix element – including direct computation of the
(V)BAC parameters as well as virtual crystal (conventional alloy) contributions to the band edge energies – without
recourse or post hoc fitting to the results of experimental measurements on GaNyAs1−y or GaAs1−xBix alloys.

Turning our attention to GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys, the analysis summarised above suggests that a suitable basis set
must consist of a minimum of 14 band: the spin-degenerate CB, LH, HH and SO bands of the GaAs host matrix
(8 bands), the A1-symmetric N-related localised states (of which there is one spin-degenerate set; 2 bands), and the
T2-symmetric Bi-related localised states (of which there are two spin-degenerate sets; 4 bands). TB calculations on
ordered GaNyAs1−x−yBix supercells indicate that the respective impact of N and Bi on the CB and VB structure
are decoupled from one another. As such, the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band structure then admits a simple interpretation
in terms of perturbation of the CB and VB separately by N- and Bi-related localised states, respectively. As we will
demonstrate below the 14-band model defined in this manner – and parametrised directly from TB calculations –
provides a simple and predictive means by which to describe the band edge energies GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys, even
in the presence of significant alloy disorder. An outline of the derivation of the the 14-band model can be found in
Ref. 27.

Here, we focus on the calculation of the band edge energies in pseudomorphically strained GaNyAs1−x−yBix alloys
and QWs using a 14-band k·p Hamiltonian. At the centre of the Brillouin zone (k = 0), and in the presence of
pseudomorphic strain corresponding to growth along the (001) direction, the 14-band Hamiltonian block diagonalises
into decoupled sub-matrices describing the CB, HH, and LH and SO states. There are six such matrices in total, three
of which are distinct as a result of spin degeneracy. The band edge energies are then given by the eigenvalues of the
following spin-degenerate matrices27,43,71

HCB =

(
E

(0)
g + ∆EN + δEhy

N βN

√
y

βN

√
y E

(0)
g + δEVC

CB + δEhy
CB

)
, (S5)

HHH =

(
δEVC

VB + δEhy
VB − δEax

VB βBi

√
x

βBi

√
x ∆EBi + δEhy

Bi − δEax
Bi

)
, (S6)

HLH,SO =

 δEVC
VB + δEhy

VB + δEax
VB −

√
2 δEax

VB βBi

√
x

−
√

2 δEax
VB −∆

(0)
SO + δEVC

SO + δEhy
VB 0

βBi

√
x 0 ∆EBi + δEhy

Bi + δEax
Bi

 , (S7)

where E
(0)
g and ∆

(0)
SO are the band gap and VB spin-orbit splitting energy of the GaAs host matrix, and the zero of

energy has been set at the (unperturbed) GaAs VB edge. These matrices can be diagonalised to provide analytical
expressions for the GaNyAs1−x−yBix band edge energies: the lower eigenvalue of Eq. (S5) is the alloy CB edge energy,
the upper eigenvalue of Eq. (S6) is the alloy HH band edge energy, and the upper and lower eigenvalues of Eq. (S7)
are, respectively, the alloy LH and SO band edge energies.

In Eqs. (S5) – (S7) ∆EN (∆EBi) denotes the energy of the N- (Bi-) related localised states relative to the unperturbed
GaAs CB (VB) edge: ∆EN > 0 (< 0) corresponds to a resonant (bound) N-related localised state lying energetically
within the GaAs CB (band gap), while ∆EBi < 0 (> 0) corresponds to a resonant (bound) Bi-related localised state
lying energetically within the GaAs VB (band gap). The virtual crystal (conventional alloy) shifts to the CB, VB and
SO band edge energies – which, by definition, are linear in the N and Bi compositions – are respectively defined as
δEVC

CB = −αBi x− αN y, δEVC
VB = κBi x+ κN y and δEVC

SO = −γBi x− γN y.27,71

The energy shifts due to the hydrostatic and axial components of the strain are given respectively by δEhy
i =

ai(εxx + εyy + εzz) and δEax
i = − bi2 (εxx + εyy − 2εzz), where i = CB, VB, N or Bi denotes the hydrostatic and axial

deformation potentials ai and bi associated respectively with the GaAs host matrix CB and VB edges, and with the
N- and Bi-related localised states.71,72 We note that (i) for pseudomorphic strain, εxx = εyy and εzz = − 2C12

C11
εxx, and

(ii) by symmetry, bN = 0 (since the axial component of the strain has no effect on the purely s-like N-related localised
states). The components of the strain tensor are determined via the mismatch between the lattice constants a(x, y)

and aS of GaNyAs1−x−yBix and the GaAs substrate: εxx = aS−a(x,y)
aS

. The lattice and elastic constants, and CB and
VB edge deformation potentials, are determined for GaNyAs1−x−yBix by interpolating linearly between those of GaN,
GaAs and GaBi.71,73,74

In the plane wave implementation of the 14-band k·p Hamiltonian for QWs P
(ê)
nm(k‖) – between the QW eigenstates

|nk‖σ〉 and |mk‖σ〉 at in-plane wave vector k‖ – is computed in reciprocal space following the general formulation due
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TABLE S4. N- and Bi-related parameters for the 14-band Hamiltonian of GaNyAs1−x−yBix, obtained on the basis of the tight-
binding supercell calculations. In GaAs1−xBix (GaNyAs1−y) ∆E is given relative to the unperturbed GaAs valence (conduction)
band edge. Due to their A1 symmetry, the energy of the localised states associated with isolated substitutional N impurities is
not affected by axial strain: there is no associated axial deformation potential bN.

Parameter GaAs1−xBix GaNyAs1−y
∆E (eV) −0.183 0.187
α (eV) 2.63 1.55
β (eV) 1.13 2.00
γ (eV) 0.55 −1.53
κ (eV) 1.01 1.36
a (eV) −1.11 0.83
b (eV) −1.71 —–

to Szmulowicz19

P (ê)
nm(k‖) =

m0

~
∑
σ,σ′

〈nk‖σ|ê · ∇kĤ|mk‖σ
′〉 , (S8)

where ê · ∇kĤ is the operator obtained by (i) taking the directional derivative of the matrix elements of the bulk k·p
Hamiltonian with respect to k along ê, and (ii) symmetrising with respect to position dependent material parameters
and quantising kz in the usual manner. Using Eqs. (S4) and (S8) we compute the optical transition strength (in

units of energy) directly for each structure in terms of the zone-centre momentum matrix element as 2m0

~2 |P (ê)
nm(0)|2,

where ê = x̂ and ẑ for transverse electric- (TE-) and transverse magnetic- (TM-) polarised transitions, respectively.
We note that this approach to calculating the optical transition strengths directly employs the supercell Hamiltonian
and computed eigenstates for a given structure, meaning that the full effects of N- and Bi-induced hybridisation (as
described by the underlying model of the electronic structure) are explicitly accounted for in the analysis of the optical
properties.19,38

Section S2: Dilute doping limit: impact of co-alloying N and Bi on the GaAs electronic struc-
ture

The interactions of individual Bi and N atoms with the host matrix states in GaBixAs1−x and GaNyAs1−y al-
loys, respectively, are well known in the published literature where a N atom introduces a resonant state above the
CBE of GaAs32 and the Bi related impurity state has been calculated to lie below the VBE of GaAs28. However, no
quantitative analysis is available in the literature where the interaction between a single Bi and a single N atom has
been probed. Since their individual behaviours are characterized by BAC type interactions in the conduction and
valence bands, it would be of great interest to investigate how much of this character remain intact when both Bi and
N atoms are simultaneously present in the GaAs material.

In this section, we systematically analyse the interaction between Bi and N atoms by placing a single Bi and a single
N atom inside a 4096-atom supercell, and probe their interaction as a function of their displacement. We start by
placing them far apart such that their interaction is minimal, and then gradually bring them closer to each other,
finally studying the case when both are connected to a same ’Ga’ atom in the NN configuration. This would be their
maximum interaction scenario. In each case, we plot GaAs conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB = HH+LH)
Γ characters.

Fig. S1 plots the schematic diagrams for the various Bi and N atom configurations: (a) unperturbed GaAs, (b) only
a single N atom is present, (c) only a single Bi atom is present, one Bi and one N atom is placed in the (d) 3rd-NN, (e)
2nd-NN, and (f) NN configurations. All of these cases have been labelled by defining the labelling scheme as follows:
Figure S1 (a) shows the schematic diagram of a GaAs cubic cell with length. Since both Bi and N atoms will replace
As atoms in GaAs supercell, so we choose one Ga atom (marked as pink) and label three nearby As positions as B,
C, and D. The position and counting of the Bi and N atoms will be defined by using atom type followed by the atom
positions within the parenthesis “()” throughout the rest of this section. For example, if a supercell consists of N atom
at position A and Bi atom at B, then it will be labelled as N(A)Bi(B).

Fig. S2 plots the GaAs CB and VB Γ characters for the (a, b) isolated N atom (N(A)) and (c, d) isolated Bi atom
(Bi(A)). The Γ character plots clearly highlight the BAC interactions between impurity states and the host GaAs
states for both N and Bi atoms, as widely reported in the literature. The N atom introduces a resonant state at 1.62
eV, lying above the GaAs CBE and the Γ-character is distributed between the two conduction band states E− and
E+, carrying 87.35% and 12.5% of the total Γ character respectively. The VB Γ character is nearly unperturbed with
99.93% being on the highest VBE, indicating that N very weakly impacts the valence band of GaAs.

For the isolated Bi atom (Bi(A)), the Γ character of the CB edge is nearly unchanged with 99.97% being on the
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lowest CBE as evident from Fig. S2(c). However, Bi atom introduces a resonant state -0.14 eV below the GaAs VBE
which splits the Γ character between the two valence band states, E+ and E−, carrying 96.76% and 2.68% of the total
Γ character, respectively.

Table I in the main text provides the band edge energies and the resonant state energies for the atomic configurations
of the Fig. S1. The N(A) atom shifts the GaAs lowest CBE energy Ec1 by 19 meV and the highest VBE energy by
12.5 meV. The Bi(A) atom results in 1 meV and 6 meV shifts in the lowest GaAs CBE energy and the highest VBE
energies, respectively.

The interaction between N and Bi atoms is quantitatively analysed by performing systematic 4096-atom
GaBixNyAs1−x−y supercell calculations containing a single Bi and a single N atom as shown by the schematic di-
agrams of Figs. S1 (d), (e), and (f) and plotting the Γ character in each case as shown in Figs. S2 (a-f).

First by looking at the CB Γ character plots in (a), (c), and (e), the weak interaction of Bi with N atom is clearly
evident. In all of the three studied cases, the BAC type interaction of N is dominant (more than 99.8% Γ-character is
spread over the two CB energy levels) with a little redistribution of the Γ character occurring due to the changes in
the strain and symmetry caused by the presence of Bi.

The presence of the both Bi and N atoms in the supercell results in the lowering of the Td symmetry of the Zincblende
crystal and therefore it lifts the degeneracy of the HH and LH bands, as well as the degeneracy of four-fold Bi related
impurity states, splitting them into two two-fold degenerate states. The splitting between the highest two valence band
states increases with the stronger Bi and N interaction, the maximum splitting being ≈10 meV for the N(A)Bi(D) NN
configuration.

The interaction of Bi with the GaAs valence band in Fig. S3 (b), (d), and (f) again can be well described in terms
of the BAC interaction in the presence of N atom. The two pairs of interacting states are highlighted by using red and
black colors. The interaction between Bi and N atoms brings the states in one pair (marked with red color) closer to
each other and therefore increases redistribution of the Γ character between them. The splitting between the states
in the other pair (marked with black color) increases and therefore the Γ character on the upper state increases from
97.97% to 98.9%. However these small changes in the character and energies of the states are due to inherent symmetry
lowering and strain changes, while the overall validity of the BAC interaction being intact.

Table I of the main text also shows that the changes in the band edge energies are quite small, even for the N(A)Bi(D)
NN configuration where the interaction is expected to be maximum. We therefore conclude this section by stating
that Bi and N in ultra-dilute GaBixNyAs1−x−y supercells containing single Bi and N atoms predominantly interact
with the GaAs electronic structure via independent BAC interactions in the valence and conduction bands respectively.

Section S3: Electron and hole probability density plots for GaBiAs/GaAs QWs:

Here we consider the electronic structure of the N-free GaAs1−xBix/GaAs QWs having x = 6.25 and 9%
(structures 1 and 2). Figures S6 (a) and (b) respectively show the calculated probability density along the (001)
direction associated with the lowest energy electron state e1 (upper row) and highest energy hole state h1 (lower row)
in structures 1 and 2, for five representative supercells containing distinct random distributions (RDs) of substitutional
N and Bi atoms. Solid and dashed red lines respectively denote the probability density projected to cations and
anions, calculated using the TB method at a fixed position z along (001) by summing over the probability density
associated with all atoms in the plane perpendicular to (001). The TB calculations suggest that the electron states
in GaAs1−xBix/GaAs QWs are broadly similar in nature to those in conventional QWs – e.g. InxGa1−xAs/GaAs –
since the electron eigenstates are (i) well described in terms of envelope functions which vary slowly and smoothly
with position, (ii) effectively insensitive to the presence of underlying short-range alloy disorder, and (iii) relatively
insensitive to changes in Bi composition (in this case, from x = 6.25 to 9% between structures 1 and 2). This
is consistent with the expected behaviour for GaAs1−xBix alloys and heterostructures: Bi incorporation strongly
perturbs the VB while leaving the CB relatively unaffected, with the evolution of the latter readily captured by
conventional alloy descriptions. We note also that in all supercells considered e1 is localised within the GaAs1−xBix
layer, reflecting the appreciable type-I GaAs1−xBix CB offset27,28,38,71 – this is confirmed by the calculated increase
in the e1 probability density in the centre of the QW in structure 2, reflecting the increase in ∆ECB (∼ −αBi x+ δEhy

CB)
brought about by increasing the Bi composition from that in structure 1.

By contrast, the h1 probability density (lower row, Figs. S6 (a) and (b)) calculated for structures 1 and 2 using
the TB method is strongly perturbed compared to that calculated using the k·p method in the EFA. While the h1
probability density is, as expected, confined within the Bi-containing layer and primarily localised at anions, there is a
significant departure from the smooth, envelope function-like spatial variation observed for the e1. In contrast to the
probability density associated with e1, which is spread across the extent of the QW, for h1 we observe extremely strong
localisation of the probability density in various different in the QW, with strong dependence on the precise short-range
alloy disorder present in the QW. We have previously identified that this unusual behaviour has its origins in Bi-related
alloy disorder, specifically in the formation of pairs and larger clusters of Bi atoms in a realistic GaAs1−xBix alloy.29

As described above, these pairs and clusters create a full distribution of localised states lying close in energy to the
VB edge, which then hybridise strongly with extended GaAs VB states leading to VB edge states having significant
localised character (low Bloch character). Further analysis reveals that this strong spatial localisation of the hole
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eigenstates typically occurs about the largest Bi clusters present in a given alloy (reflected here in the sense that a
large TB calculated probability density reflects the presence of Bi pairs and/or clusters in the plane at that value
of z). The precise distribution of Bi-related localised states depends closely on the precise short-range alloy disorder
present in the GaAs1−xBix layers in these QW structures, thereby accounting for the observed strong variation of the
localisation of the h1 eigenstates at fixed compositions for structures containing different RDs of Bi atoms. Comparing
the h1 probability from the TB calculations with that obtained using the 14-band model in the EFA (shown in Fig. 4
of the main text), we conclude that (i) the strongly perturbative impact of Bi incorporation and alloy disorder on the
VB structure in GaAs1−xBix leads to a strong breakdown of the envelope function description of the hole eigenstates
in GaAs1−xBix/GaAs heterostructures, and (ii) this breakdown of the EFA for hole eigenstates is a generic feature
of the electronic properties GaAs1−xBix/GaAs in the sense that it is intrinsic and effectively insensitive to the Bi
composition.
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FIG. S1. Schematic illustration of a small GaAs supercell. N and Bi atoms are substituted at specific As sites A – D on the
anion sublattice (Ga and As atoms depicted respectively in black and white), about a single 8-atom cubic unit cell in an 8×8×8
(4096-atom) supercell. (a) A pure Ga2048As2048 supercell, with the location of the anion lattice sites A – D indicated. (b) A
Ga2048N1As2047 supercell containing an isolated substitutional N impurity (depicted in red) at the anion lattice site A (denoted
in the text as GaAs:NA). (c) A Ga2048As2047Bi1 supercell containing an isolated substitutional Bi impurity (depicted in green)
at the anion lattice site A (denoted in the text as GaAs:BiA). (d) A Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercell containing single substitutional
N and Bi impurities at the respective anion lattice sites A and B (denoted in the text as GaAs:NABiB), so that the N and Bi
atoms are third-nearest neighbours. (e) A Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercell containing single substitutional N and Bi impurities at
the respective anion lattice sites A and C (denoted in the text as GaAs:NABiC), so that the N and Bi atoms are second-nearest
neighbours. (f) A Ga2048N1As2046Bi1 supercell containing single substitutional N and Bi impurities at the respective anion
lattice sites A and D (denoted in the text as GaAs:NABiD), so that the N and Bi atoms are nearest neighbours.

FIG. S2. Calculated GaAs fractional Γ character spectra GΓ(E) for the CB and VB edge states in ordered 4096-atom
Ga2048N1As2047 and Ga2048As2047Bi1 supercells. (a) and (b) show GΓ(E) associated respectively with the GaAs CB and VB
(i.e. combined LH and HH) edge states in Ga2048N1As2047. (c) and (d) show GΓ(E) associated respectively with the GaAs CB
and VB edge states in Ga2048As2047Bi1. Band-anticrossing interactions associated with N- (Bi-) related localised resonant states
are clearly visible in GΓ(E) calculated for the Ga2048N1As2047 CB (Ga2048As2047Bi1 VB).
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FIG. S3. Calculated GaAs fractional Γ character spectra GΓ(E) for the CB and VB edge states in 4096-atom Ga2048N1As2046Bi1
supercells containing one N and one Bi impurity arranged in different local configurations (cf. Fig. S1). (a) and (b) show GΓ(E)
associated respectively with the GaAs CB and VB (i.e. combined LH and HH) edge states in the GaAs:NABiB supercell. (a) and
(b), (c) and (d), and (e) and (f) show, respectively, GΓ(E) associated respectively with the GaAs CB and VB (i.e. combined HH
and LH) edge states in the GaAs:NABiB, GaAs:NABiC, and GaAs:NABiD supercells. In going from the B to C to D anion lattice
site (cf. Fig. S1(a)) the Bi atom is brought closer to the N atom at site A. The reduced symmetry in these supercells lifts the
degeneracy of the LH- and HH-like Bi-related and VB edge states, with the energy splitting between these states increasing as
the Bi atom is brought closer to the N site.

FIG. S4. Schematic illustration of the structures considered in the analysis of the electronic and optical properties of
GaNyAs1−x−yBix/GaAs quantum wells. We consider an 8 nm thick quantum well surrounded by 8 nm thick GaAs barri-
ers, giving a total length of 24 nm along the (001) growth direction and a separation of 16 nm between image quantum wells
associated with the Born von Karman boundary conditions. The lateral dimensions are taken to be 4 nm along the (100) and
(010) in-plane directions. In the tight-binding calculations this corresponds to a supercell of volume 384 nm3 containing a total
of 24,576 atoms. The same geometry along (001) is employed in the 14-band k·p calculations with the exception that the
calculation proceeds in one dimension only, so that the lateral dimensions are inconsequential.
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FIG. S5. Probability density associated with the lowest energy conduction electron state (upper row) and highest energy
valence hole state (lower row) in N-free (a) GaAs0.9375Bi0.0625/GaAs (x = 6.25%), and (b) GaAs0.91Bi0.09/GaAs (x = 9%)
quantum wells (cf. Fig. S4). Solid (dash-dotted) black lines and solid (dash-dotted) red lines show, respectively, the electron
and hole probability density at anion (cation) sites calculated using the sp3s∗ tight-binding model, obtained at each position z
along the growth direction by summing over the probability densities associated with each atom in the plane. Solid grey lines
show the corresponding probability density calculated using the 14-band k·p model in the envelope function approximation.
Vertical dashed black lines denote the well/barrier interfaces at z = ±4 nm. The tight-binding calculations were performed
for five different random distributions (RDs), corresponding to structures with fixed x and y in which the N and Bi atoms
were substituted at randomly selected sites on the anion sublattice. It can be seen clearly that Bi-related alloy disorder strongly
perturbs the VB leading to strong hole localisation, but that the CB is relatively unaffected with the electron probability densities
retaining the smooth envelope function-like behaviour expected in a heterostructure formed from conventional semiconductor
alloys.
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FIG. S6. Probability density associated with the lowest energy CB electron state (e1; upper row) and highest energy VB hole
state (h1; lower row) in 8 nm thick (a) GaN0.025As0.9125Bi0.0625/GaAs (x = 6.25%, y = 2.5%), and (b) GaN0.01As0.90Bi0.09/GaAs
(x = 9%, y = 1%) QWs. Solid (dash-dotted) black lines and solid (dash-dotted) red lines respectively denote the e1 and h1
probability density at anion (cation) sites calculated using the TB model, obtained at each position z along the [001] growth
direction by summing over the probability densities associated with each atom in the plane. Dashed blue lines denote the
well/barrier interfaces. The TB calculations were performed for five supercells containing different random spatial distributions
(RDs) of substitutional N and Bi atoms on the anion sublattice.
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